New mutations in SERPING1 gene of Brazilian patients with hereditary angioedema.
Hereditary Angioedema is an autosomal dominant inherited disease leading to oedema attacks with variable severity and localization predominantly caused by C1-INH deficit. More than 400 mutations have been already identified, however no genetic analysis of a Brazilian cohort of HAE patients with C1-INH deficiency has been published. Our aim was to perform genetic analysis of C1-INH gene (SERPING1) in Brazilian HAE patients. We screened the whole SERPING1 coding region from 30 subjects out of 16 unrelated families with confirmed diagnosis of HAE due to C1-INH deficiency. Clinical diagnosis was based on symptoms and quantitative and/or functional analysis of C1-INH. We identified fifteen different mutations among which eight were not previously described according to databases. We found five small deletions (c.97_115del19; c.553delG; c.776_782del7; c.1075_1089del15 and c.1353_1354delGA), producing frameshifts leading to premature stop codons; seven missense mutations (c.498C>A; c.550G>C; c.752T>C; c.889G>A; c.1376C>A; c.1396C>T; c.1431C>A); one nonsense mutation (c.1480C>T), and two intronic alterations (c.51+1G>T; c.51+2T>C). Despite the small number of participants in this study, our results show mutations not previously identified in SERPING1 gene. This study represents the first Brazilian HAE cohort evaluated for mutations and it introduces the possibility to perform genetic analysis in case of need for differential diagnosis.